
How consumers interpret language 
and meaning is crucial in brand 
communication, But understanding the 
power of words is complex 

By Becky Cormack and Martin Oxley, 
Buzzback 

hat's in a word? Language 
is one of the most 
powerful tools at our 
disposal - and if you are 
marketing or positioning 

a brand, product or service, it can also 
be one of the most difficult to use wisely. 
Words are fluid, open to interpretation. 
They don't always have bedrock meaning that 
can be communicated clearly to consumers. 
When determining the essence of a brand, 
or how people feel about its positioning, how 
can marketers be sure that what they mean 
is what consumers hear? Further, meaning 
is more often coded and communicated 
visually - on packaging for example - making 
the interpretation of meaning even more 
challenging. 

To further complicate matters, language 
is all about context. Words can take on 
a very different meaning dependent on 
the framework - whether social, political, 
economic or personal - in which they are 
heard. The UK's current economic recession 
is a glaring example. Wi th the news full of 
tales of financial doom and gloom, some 
of the classic brand positioning language 
inevitably takes on a new resonance. Are 
luxury and indulgence still relevant concepts? 

What do quality and value really signify? 
We have undertaken in-depth research into 
each of these four key words, using our 
tools to provide visual, verbal and emotional 
understanding of what they stand for in the 
eyes of consumers. By applying these findings 
to the wider landscape in which brands 
or products are positioned, we can better 
appreciate the power of words... and how to 
use them. 

I N D U L G E N C E 

At first glance, the idea of indulgence seems 
closely allied with luxury, and indeed in 
the first instance, when people were asked 
to provide synonyms for indulgence, this 
featured highly - along with words such as 
pleasure, treat and pampering. However, 
when respondents completed an eCollage 
on indulgence, deeper associations emerged. 
eCollage uses pictures as catalysts to elicit 
emotions more effectively, allowing for more 
personal self-expression; in this case, collages 
were created from a set of more than 100 
relevant images following the Goatly model 
of universal metaphors, representing a range 
of colours, people, animals and inanimate 
objects. 

More than any of the other words in our 
studies, indulgence is strongly connected to 
food. A picture emerges of decadence: rather 

than focusing on healthy treats, respondents 
selected images of chocolate, cakes and 
similarly fattening foodstuffs. At a time when 
cut-backs are common, food has the capacity 
to provide a safe and affordable outlet for 
this need for debauchery - but this is not 
without its negative connotations. The line 
between indulgence and overindulgence is 
a fine one, and crossing on to the wrong 
side of it brings other 'overs' too: overdoing 
it, overeating, overweight. This was also 
reinforced by our factor analysis, in which 
one emergent factor related to the more 
sinful side of sensuality, broadening out 
from food into more morally questionable 
activities. Clearly, indulgence is a word to 
be used with care. But when it works, it 
works brilliantly: think of Salman Rushdie's 
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celebrated cream cake slogan, 'Naughty 
but Nice', which draws together the dual 
concepts of food and sin into a cosily 
acceptable encapsulation of what indulgence 
means. 

L U X U R Y 

Initial interpretations of luxury tend to be 
basic and banal. As a word, it has become so 
overused that all the colour has drained out 
of it, leaving us, when respondents were first 
prompted, with definitions and synonyms that 
were largely about money. On the surface, 
luxury means richness and opulence: living 
the high life, with plenty of material things at 
your disposal. In today's UK, you could be 
forgiven for thinking that it paints a picture 
of a lifestyle which for the vast majority is 
simply out of reach. 

However, as with indulgence, our 
eCollages and factor analysis revealed that 
there is more to luxury than meets the 
eye. One strong emergent theme is that of 
opportunity. Most overtly linked to travel, it 
seems that luxury also encompasses freedom 
to do what you want, when you want -
whether that is exploring new destinations or 
simply spending time with family, friends or 
even ourselves. There's a reason we speak in 
common parlance about the 'luxury' of having 

in the eCollages for quality all featured 
hands. A hand can represent that personal 
touch that a homemade product gives, but 
it also symbolises intimacy and closeness. 
Ultimately, quality is about relationships -
about building trust and reassurance - and 
this is just as important for brands as it is for 
people. 

a few hours to ourselves to put our feet up; 
such opportunities can be enjoyable but also 
special. 

Far from being exclusively linked to 
money and expenditure, luxury can actually 
be free. But there is a caveat... to qualify 
as special, a prize must not be too easily 
obtained. For example, when asked about 
destinations they classed as luxurious, our 
UK respondents cited Dubai, the Maldives, 
the Bahamas and the Caribbean as prime 
candidates. We also conducted this study in 
the US, and here respondents focused heavily 
on Paris as a luxury destination. In the UK, 
the 'city of love' barely featured - perhaps 
because at a short hop over the Channel, 
a visit there falls short of being considered 
sufficiently exceptional. Luxury isn't just 
about the end goal; it's also about the time 
and effort required to get there, and the 
sense that it goes beyond the everyday. If 
a brand, product or service wants to be 
luxurious, it has to work for it. 

Q U A L I T Y 

Immediate associations with quality are all 
about applying it to a product or service; it 
is a descriptor used to indicate excellence, 
top class and value for money. In the eyes 
of many, quality has strong links to certain 
brands, notably Sony in the entertainment 
category and Kellogg in cereal. In an 
unbranded sense, particular items for which 
quality is seen as key include cars, computers, 
TVs and jewellery. But what are the deeper 
meanings behind what defines the concept! 

eCollages on quality revealed that 
underpinning it is the idea of time. In order 
to reap the rewards that life can bring, 
we need to invest 'quality time' in them -
whether that is our relationships with family 
and friends or self-pampering. More than 
any of the other words in our studies, the 
perception of quality seems to encompass an 
almost holistic outlook; in essence, it is about 
quality of life. 

This concept, obviously, could mean 
myriad different things to different people, 
but it runs very deep. In order for a brand or 
product to truly be seen as quality, it needs 
to ally itself with this way of thinking: it needs 
in some way to enhance consumers' general 
well-being and sense of life satisfaction. 
Significantly, the top eight most-used images 

VALUE 

So where does value fit into all of this? It 
is not intrinsically about low price - and 
it certainly isn't cheap. While low price 
was used by consumers in our study as 
an additional reason to associate certain 
brands, such as Tesco, with value, it does 
not ultimately define the concept. Value 
is a balancing act; only by weighing up the 
various factors of price, quality and getting 
'more than expected' can something's 
value be determined. And more than any 
of the other words we analysed, it has an 
emotional dimension too, prompting feelings 
of happiness and accomplishment, as well as a 
sense of achievement and self-congratulation 
when something of value has been bought or 
attained. 

It follows from this that value also has a 
strong personality - with its key buzzwords 
being trustworthy, dependable, caring and 
loving. This nurturing dimension to value 
opens up a whole new avenue of possibility 
for brands, and links in with the idea of inner 
value: the things on which no price can be 
put, such as love and the enjoyment of the 
natural world. Associating a product or 
service with these core values has the power 
to affect perceptions of its value, and to make 
it intuitively more precious. 

Putting all this together, we can see that 
indulgence; luxury, quality and value can - if 
handled with care - speak to consumers on 
the deepest level, and are still very much 
relevant in today's society. By stripping back 
to the basics and uncovering what words 
really mean, we can link them to the heart of 
what some brands are about: enriching the 
life of the consumer. Money may talk, but the 
language of brands goes far above and beyond 
counting the pennies. 
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Text Box
Fonte: Admap, Washington, v. 48, n. 4, p. 38-39, apr. 2013.




